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 SEM I 

Course Name 

 
202041 - Solid Mechanics 

At the end of this course, the student will be able to: 

CO 1 
DEFINE various types of stresses and strain developed on determinate 

and indeterminate members. 

CO 2 
DRAW Shear force and bending moment diagram for various types of 

transverse loading and support. 

CO 3 
COMPUTE the slope & deflection, bending stresses and shear stresses 

on a beam. 

CO 4 CALCULATE torsional shear stress in shaft and buckling on the column. 

CO 5 
APPLY the concept of principal stresses and theories of failure to 

determine stresses on a 2-D element 

 

Course Name 

 
202042 - Solid Modeling and Drafting 

At the end of this course, the student will be able to: 

CO 1 
UNDERSTAND basic concepts of CAD system, need and scope in 

Product Lifecycle Management 

CO 2 
UTILIZE knowledge of curves and surfacing features and methods to 

create complex solid geometry 

CO 3 

CONSTRUCT solid models, assemblies using various modeling 

techniques & PERFORM mass property analysis, including creating and 

using a coordinate system 

CO 4 APPLY geometric transformations to simple 2D geometries 
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 SEM II 

Course Name 

 
207002 - Engineering Mathematics - III 

At the end of this course, the student will be able to: 

CO 1 SOLVE higher order linear differential equations and its applications to 

model and analyze mass spring systems. 

CO 2 

APPLY Integral transform techniques such as Laplace transform and 

Fourier transform to solve differential equations involved in vibration 

theory, heat transfer and related mechanical engineering applications 

CO 3 

APPLY Statistical methods like correlation, regression in analyzing and 

interpreting experimental data applicable to reliability engineering and 

probability theory in testing and quality control. 

CO 4 PERFORM Vector differentiation & integration, analyze the vector fields 

and APPLY to fluid flow problems. 

CO 5 SOLVE Partial differential equations such as wave equation, one and two 

dimensional heat flow equations. 

 

Course Name 

 
202047 - Kinematics of Machinery 

At the end of this course, the student will be able to: 

CO 1 APPLY kinematic analysis to simple mechanisms 

CO 2 
ANALYZE velocity and acceleration in mechanisms by vector and 

graphical method 

CO 3 
SYNTHESIZE a four bar mechanism with analytical and graphical 

methods 

CO 4 APPLY fundamentals of gear theory as a prerequisite for gear design 

CO 5 CONSTRUCT cam profile for given follower motion 

 


